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“Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free
exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of the people
peaceably to assemble, and to petition the Government for a redress of grievances.”
The Christian Church has indeed found in the United States a strange and wonderful country to
establish the religion of the Bible. Every government in every country is its own petri dish of
culture, laws, customs, rights, limitations, tyranny, dictatorship, or liberty. The word of God is
free from the authority of the State, but the manner in which Christianity is allowed to express
and shape itself is greatly influenced by the country and government in which it is located.
The first Amendment to the United States Constitution and the sheer magnitude of this country
has permitted the freest expression and form of Christianity imaginable.
Indeed, nothing has caused more upheaval in the media and politics in the United States than the
influence of Christianity on social and cultural norms.
As time progresses polarization has increased into competing definitions of culture and life,
namely Christianity VS the homosexual cabal. The strongest conspiracies are formed by men
and women whose greatest desire is to have sex with those of the same gender. The delusion is
so powerful that universities, courts, media, and the Democratic Party deny the existence of
genetic gender assignment at birth. In their madness they are free to claim that no one created
anyone male or female.
In recent years it has become increasingly obvious that liberalism, socialism, the media,
universities, feminism, abortion, the global pornography industry, sex trafficking, drug
smuggling, and multiculturalism are all apologists or extensions of the nihilistic homosexual
cabal. The masks have come off. The primary goal of the American media is to transform
America into a totalitarian homosexual state.
Daniel warns that their leader, Antichrist, will be a homosexual, "And he will show no regard
for the gods of his fathers or for the desire of women, nor will he show regard for any other
god; for he will magnify himself above them all. (Dan 11:37 NAS)
The collapse of Ancient Greece in the face of the Roman army was primarily due to Greece’s
inability to produce enough soldiers to defend itself. Even the farce known as Evolution
understands that gender confusion in mammals inhibits survival of the species.
The increasing influence of the homosexual cabal in the media, the legal system, American
universities, mega corporations, and mainline Protestant denominations, is a unified effort to turn
America into a homosexual state. The homosexual cabal rightfully recognizes that its foremost
adversary is the Bible in the hands of believing Christians.

It is no surprise that Pete Buttigieg is the top fundraiser among Democrat candidates for
the first six months of 2019, with 7 million in the first quarter and 24 million in the second
quarter, even outpacing Joe Biden.
Freedom of religion, speech, and the press in this blessed nation means the freedom to speak
your mind and promote your cause, which applies to all Christians just as it does to the
homosexual cabal of sympathizers, enthusiasts, and practitioners.
In the past many of us may have wondered why the Apostle Paul spends so much time in the first
chapter of Romans (v18-32) going after the homosexual agenda as his primary target for
damnation. Paul lifts the veil and exposes the reality of the worldwide homosexual conspiracy as
recently witnessed on the global celebration of Stonewall Day. In chapter two the apostle
continues to attack the arrogance of self-righteousness and false religion, again, embodied today
by the homosexual agenda.
God shows us the end result of men left to their own devices in freedom and riches with the
destruction of Sodom and Gomorrah and their sympathizers and defenders such as even included
Lot’s wife. Christ makes this profound statement about the end of the world:
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"It was the same as happened in the days of Lot: they were eating, they were drinking, they
were buying, they were selling, they were planting, they were building;
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but on the day that Lot went out from Sodom it rained fire and brimstone from heaven and
destroyed them all.
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"It will be just the same on the day that the Son of Man is revealed. (Luke 17:28-30 NAS)

Living in a free land with free speech and freedom of religion is a wonderful gift but it also
demands that free people speak because they bear the responsibility for their own
government. “unto whomsoever much is given, of him shall be much required” (Luke 12:48
KJV).
What is the Christian to do in a free land with freedom of speech? The law must be applied, if
not the 10 Commandments, then Natures’ Law, which is most clearly revealed in the 10
Commandments. However, the Law, though necessary for any free people, is weak because it
cannot change the human heart. A pedophile or a rapist in prison is still a pedophile or a
rapist. Nothing changes the human heart except the Holy Spirit working through the Gospel of
Jesus Christ.
Again, we quote Paul on the solution to peace, justice, and freedom in the human heart, for this is
where it must begin, if there is going to be peace, justice, and freedom in the land.
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Thus, for my part, I am eager to preach the gospel to you also who are in Rome.

For I am not ashamed of the gospel, for it is the power of God for salvation to everyone who
believes, to the Jew first and also to the Greek.
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For in it the righteousness of God is revealed from faith to faith; as it is written, "But the
righteous man shall live by faith." (Rom 1:15-17 NAS)
As we consider the sacrifices that were made, the wars that were fought, and the undeserved
blessings we have received in this free land, the Church must do battle with the Sword of the
word. Never underestimate the power of the Gospel to change the human heart. Now, more
than ever, for the salvation of souls, the preservation of the family, and the preservation of the
State, churches must preach the truth about Jesus Christ in Law and Gospel from the Bible.
Where the churches fail to speak clearly, as many of them are failing to do, laymen must rise up
and proclaim Christ.

